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Why [CII] intensity mapping?
❖ Brightest emission lines in the 

spectra of galaxies (158 μm rest 
frame) with  L[CII]/LFIR 
~0.1-0.3%

❖ One of the most valuable tracers 
of dusty star formation at high 
redshift (originates mainly from 
PDRs, extinction free)

❖ Redshifted into the sub-
millimeter and millimeter 
atmospheric windows for 4.5<z<9



Why [CII] intensity mapping?
❖ ~35 star-forming galaxies detected at 

z>4.5 by ALMA/NOEMA/APEX/LMT 
(LBGs and SMGs)  
=> few objects / selection biases / time 
consuming

❖ On-going ALMA large programs:  
- spectral scan of the full UDF (PI: Walter)  
- 122 optical galaxies at z>4 (PI: Le Fevre)  
=> even these samples are far from 
sufficient to make any clustering analysis 

❖ [CII] intensity mapping:  
- provides an unbiased view of the 
distribution of [CII]-emitting gas 
- complements such efforts beautifully, 
providing maps on several-degree scale  

Aravena+16

Capak+15

Riechers
+14

Blind detection from 
deep spectral scan

Detections from targeted 
observations



[CII]: a good tracer of SFR?

❖ Strong correlation between [CII] 
luminosity and SFR  
(e.g., De Looze+14, Herrerra-
Camus+14, Capak+15)

❖ BUT, predictions for very high-z 
from simulations: probably a deficit 
compared with this correlation  
(e.g., Vallini+15, Lagache+18)

De Looze et al.

[CII] deficit  
at high z?

Lagache+18



The CONCERTO instrument
❖ Focal plane:  

- Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KID)  
- Success of the NIKA2 IRAM camera  
- FOV D=12’, fλ sampling => arrays of 1,500 pixels

❖ Cryostat: 
- Closed-circle 3He-4He dilution - 150mK  
- The 4K stage (required for initiating the 3He-4He dilution) 
is achieved using a standard two-stages pulse-tube

❖ Martin-Puplet interferometer: 
- Like Michelson interferometer but with movable mirror  
- Spectral resolution (ν/δν): R=100 to 300  
- Perform continuously path interferograms at a frequency 
of few Hertz or more  
(one spectrum for all pixels of the matrix every second)

❖  A « sub-mm » antenna:  
- Frequency range: 200 - 360 GHz  
- APEX telescope

APEX telescope

KID matrix



CONCERTO: expected performance

Survey of 2 Sq. deg.
1,200 hours of observations

CONCERTO instrument and [CII] survey characteristics. SNR on 
the [CII] power spectrum, PCII, are computed for ∆z=0.6 and are 

given for k=[0.1,1] h/Mpc

5-sigma detection of the [CII] power spectrum up to 
z=7 in the mean case, and z=6 in the pessimistic case!



CONCERTO: main scientific goals
❖ [CII] power spectrum:  

- «Dusty» SFRD for z>4 
- Typical halo mass scale of SF galaxies at z>4

❖ [CII] shot noise:  
- Constrain faint number counts of [CII]-emitters as a 
function of redshift

❖ [CII] from individually detected sources:  
- Measure the bright-end of the luminosity function 
(very model dependent)



CONCERTO: potential for cross-correlation

❖ Internal:  
Cross-power spectra from of the [CII] line with the [OI] line, and the 
[NII] lines (Serra+16) => access to the properties of the ISM

❖ With galaxies from deep surveys: 
- Another estimate of the obscured SFR in z~4-7 galaxies  
- Average sub-mm line ratios of distant galaxies by stacking

❖ With HI:  
- Negative correlation on large scales for which the correlation between 
the ionization fraction and the matter density dominates  
- Positive on small scales when the matter density auto-correlation is 
dominating  
- Capture physics during EoR, including the ionized bubble sizes and 
the mean ionization fraction



CO: both a challenge and an opportunity
❖ CO emission at z<1.9 (for the rotational levels up to J=5)

CO : 
- Models A and B 
are from Silva+15
- Model C from 
Cheng+16

CII    z=6
CO(3-2) z=0.27
CO(4-3) z=0.69
CO(5-4) z=1.12
CO(6-5) z=1.54

❖ High-z [CII] must be separated from from CO transitions at low z

❖ Distribution of CO in the LSS at z<2  =>  also a very interesting science case!

❖ Advantage of CO for component separation: regularly-spaced transitions



Simulated Infrared Dusty Extragalactic Sky (SIDES)

❖ Need for realistic simulations of the 
far-IR and mm sky with realistic 
clustering

❖ Not really possible with SAMs or 
hydrodynamical simulations (Far-IR 
obs. not well reproduced)

❖ SIDES: empirical approach using 
abundance matching and 
reproducing the current far-IR and 
mm constraints

❖ First paper out:  
Béthermin et al. 2017, A&A 607, A89

http://cesam.lam.fr/sides/

http://cesam.lam.fr/sides/
http://www.apple.fr


Implementing sub-mm line in SIDES
❖ CO: 

- need to reproduce the diversity of the 
SLEDs 
- current implementation based on 
Sargent+14 and Daddi+15  
- reproduce current constraints on the 
CO LF

❖ [CII]: 
- current implementation based on De 
Looze+14 relation  
(need to be improved at high z)  
- better constraints at z>4 coming soon 
from the ALMA ALPINE large 
program PRELIMINARY

Comparison of the SIDES CO LFs and the 
measurements by Decarli+16 



The challenge of the component separation
Total                               CO + [CII]                         [CII]

First tests for CONCERTO
The CO(5-4) contamination at z=1.12 
of the [CII] at z=6

1.4x1.4 degrees CONCERTO simulated sky maps at 
z=5.5±0.1rom the SIDES simulation



Conclusion
❖ [CII] intensity mapping: powerful to probe the obscured star formation at 

z>4

❖ CONCERTO: project of instrument combining the KID technology and a 
Martin-Puplet interferometer

❖ CONCERTO: Should be able to measure the [CII] power spectrum at z>4.5  
+ lots of additional science cases using cross-correlation

❖ Big challenge: separating [CII] from the other components (continuum, 
CO…)

❖ New empirical simulations (SIDES) are now publicly available. 
Implementation of lines in progress.

https://people.lam.fr/lagache.guilaine/CONCERTO.html

https://people.lam.fr/lagache.guilaine/CONCERTO.html

